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We have performed zero-field muon-spin-rotation measurements of the "infinite-layer" cuprate
compound Cap. 86Srp ~4Cu02 and the "infinite-chain" system Sr2Cu03. A spontaneous magnetic
field from the ordered Cu moments is observed below T~ ——540+ 5 K in Cap. 86Srp. y4Cu02. below
T = 360 K, we observe muon-spin precession with a frequency v(T ~ 0) = 16 MHz (corresponding to
a local field of 1.2 kG). The precession signal is replaced by a rapid depolarization above T = 360 K
due to the onset of muon diAusion. The hopping rate followed an Arrhenius law, with an activation
energy of E = 0.39(l) eV. The sublattice magnetization M„proportional to v(T), showed a slower
decay with increasing temperature in Cap. 86Srp. i4Cu02, compared with that observed in La&Cu04
and Sr2Cu02C12, indicating that a wider CuO&-layer separation results in more two-dimensional
magnetic behavior. In the infinite-chain system Sr&CuO&, the onset of magnetic order was found at
T 5 K with a local field of 30 G at the muon site at T —+ 0. The exchange interaction, inferred
from susceptibility measurements is on the order of 10 K, implying a remarkable suppression of the
ordering temperature with knT~/J & 0.01 in SrqCuOs. These results demonstrate clear signatures
of low-dimensional magnetic behavior in the CuO chains.

I. INTRO DU CTION

The discovery of high-temperature superconductivity
in cuprate systems has generated considerable inter-
est in the magnetic properties of their undoped par-
ent compounds. This is partly based on the widely ac-
cepted conjecture that the superconductivity of the high-
T cuprates is intimately related to the magnetic inter-
actions within the Cu02 planes. Another source of in-
terest comes from the fact that some of the parent an-
tiferromagnets, such as La2Cu04, represent nearly ideal
two-dimensional Heisenberg spin systems. The so-called
1:2:3compound YBa2Cu307 is perhaps the most exten-
sively studied among the various cuprates. The 1:2:3sys-
tem has a layered perovskite structure, shown in Fig. 1,
with three copper-oxygen layers stacked along the tetrag-
onal c axis. Two of these layers have oxygen ions between
the copper ions in both the a and b directions, and thus
are called Cu02 plane layers. The third layer, called
the CuO chain layer, has oxygen ions only along the b
axis: YBa2Cu30„with y = 7.0 has complete CuO chains,
while some oxygen atoms are missing and the chains are
fragmental for materials with y ( 7.0. Since the Cu02
plane and the CuO chain represent two important build-
ing blocks of high-T, cuprate compounds, it is useful to
study their magnetic behavior separately.

In this paper we examine the magnetic proper-
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FIG. 1. Crystal structures of YBa&Cu30&, Sr&Cu03, and
Cap 86Srp &4Cu02. The exchange couplings along layers and
chains are emphasized by the solid lines.

ties of two diferent systems, Cao 86Sro q4Cu02 and
Sr2CuOs, using the muon-spin-rotation (@SR) technique.
Cao 86Slo i4Cu02, with the structure shown in Fig. 1, is
characterized by the highest density of the Cu02 planes
among the various cuprate systems, with no other lay-
ers sandwiched between the Cu02 planes. Systems with
this structure are often called "infinite layer" (IL) com-
pounds. Recently, superconducting IL systems, with T 's

up to 110 K, have been synthesized under high pressure.
Cap 86Sro y4Cu02 as studied here is the undoped parent
antiferromagnetic system of these IL superconductors.
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Antiferromagnetic order in this system, with Neel tem-
perature T~ ——537 + 5 K, was fi.rst confirmed by neutron
scattering measurements.

The so-called "infinite-chain" (IC) system, Sr2CuOs,
has a structure resembling the chain layer of the 1:2:3
system, as shown in Fig. 1. The structure of this system
could lead to a strongly one-dimensional (1D) magnetic
interaction. Chemical charge counting arguments sug-
gest that Sr2Cu03 has CuO chains without free charge
carriers. No information has been available on possible
magnetic ordering in Sr2Cu03, except for the fact that
two-magnon Raman scattering was not seen in this sys-
tem at room temperature. Comparison of these two sys-
tems could help us understand the role of dimensionality
in the magnetic properties of cuprates.

In addition to studies of various intrinsic magnetic
properties, we also present results on the muon site and
diffusion in the IL system. The simplicity of its crystal
structure makes this system nearly ideal for such studies.
Cao 86Sro i4CuO~ orders magnetically at a temperature
high enough for muons to hop between interstitial sites
within the antiferromagnetically ordered state. We can
study the temperature dependence of the hopping rate
via the fast dephasing of the muon-spin precession, us-
ing a phenomenological treatment described in the Ap-
pendix. Results on the diffusion rate may be compared
with models involving the electrostatic potential at the
muon site. In order to look for possible muon sites in
an IL, we compare the muon-spin-rotation frequency ob-
served at low temperatures with a model calculation for
the local field assuming a dipolar interaction.

This paper is organized as follows: Principles of the
@SR technique and various experimental aspects are de-
scribed in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present @SR results
on Cao 86Sro i4Cu02 and compare them with neutron
scattering measurements. Discussions of muon diffusion
and muon sites in this system are given in Sec. IV.
@SR measurements of Sr2Cu03 are presented in Sec. V.
In Sec. VI we present dc-susceptibility measurements
of Cao 86Sro i4Cu02 and Sr2Cu03, and compare them
with the observed susceptibility in other layered com-
pounds, as well as to a model calculation for a Heisen-
berg spin chain. In Sec. VII we compare the present
results in Cao 86Sro i4Cu02 with previous pSR results
for La2Cu04, Sr2Cu02Cl2, and discuss differences in
their magnetic properties within the framework of a
quasi-two-dimensional Heisenberg model. Implications
of the present results on the magnetic properties of the
1:2:3 system will also be discussed: We point out that
Sr2Cu03 may serve as a parent insulating material for
hole-doped 1D CuO chains, a possible realization of a
one-dimensional Hubbard model. In the Appendix, a
strong collision model is applied to describe muon diffu-
sion in an antiferromagnet.

II. @SR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In a p, SR experiment ' a beam of polarized positive
muons is focused on a specimen (typically 10 mm x 10
mm x 2—3 mm) mounted in a cryostat or oven. Each im-

planted muon stops almost instantaneously (within less
than 10 s) at an interstitial site. The muon subse-
quently decays (with a mean lifetime r„= 2.2 ps), emit-
ting a decay positron preferentially along the muon-spin
direction. A time histogram of more than 10 muon de-
cay events are obtained, event by event, using a muon
defining counter which creates a clock-start pulse at the
arrival of a p+ into the specimen, and two positron de-
tectors [placed forward (+) and backward (—) with re-
spect to the initial muon-spin direction] which create a
clock-stop pulse. In zero field (ZF), the expected time
histograms of the positrons from the opposing counters
are given as

N+(t) = No+ exp( —t/r„)[1 + AG (t)],
where A is initial asymmetry, and G, (t) is the muon-spin
relaxation function along the direction of its initial spin
polarization. The corrected asymmetry AG, (t) can then
be obtained:

+
AG, (t) =

N+ + oN

where n = N+(0) /N (0) is a factor related to the difFer-
ence in effective solid angles of the two detectors.

The muon spin precesses in the local internal field at an
angular frequency cu = p„II~, (p„= 85.162 MHz/kG).
The relaxation function G (t) describes the time evolu-
tion of the muon polarization. In the paramagnetic state
of a magnetic system, G (t) in zero field usually has a
simple form G, (t) = exp( —t/Ti) x G, (t), where the
exponential term represents the effect of fluctuating lo-
cal fields from paramagnetic moments. In the "narrow-
ing limit, " where the Huctuation rate vz of the local field
is much larger than the frequency w = p„H~, due to
the instantaneous local field, the spin-lattice relaxation
time Ti is given as 1/Ti ——w2/v„. G, (t) is the relax-
ation function due to nuclear dipolar fields; in zero field
and the static case, GND(t) is given by the Kubo-Toyabe
function.

In the ordered state of a randomly oriented sample,
the zero-field relaxation function G, (t) is given by

1
G, (t) = —exp( —t/Ti)

3
(—o't' l+ —exp

~ ~

exp( —t/T2) cos(wt),
3 ( 2 )

where the 1/3 (2/3) component is due to muons stopped
at a site where the local field is parallel (perpendicular) to
the initial spin polarization. The 1/3 term selectively re-
jects the dynamic modulation of the local fields, whereas
the 2/3 component reflects both the dynamic efFect and
the static inhomogeneity of the local field H~, from the
ordered moments. When the nuclear dipolar field is the
only source of inhomogeneity in the static local field,
we can express the transverse spin depolarization as a
product of two terms: exp( —t/T2) representing the dy-
namic eff'ect and the Gaussian damping exp( —

2
cr2t2) due

to static nuclear dipolar fields. At temperatures where
muon hopping takes place, dynamic changes of the lo-
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cal field due to the muon motion becomes a signifi. cant
cause of relaxation. In the Appendix, we derive an ex-
pression for the relaxation function in the ordered state
of an antiferromagnet when the muon hops at a rate vh

between sites having local fields in opposite directions.
For a unique crystallographic site occupancy, G"(t) is
given by

Gh(t)
—t/T + —t/T

(
'~t+ t)'3' 3

where

2 —1
1 pg(vl —(d )

C~
2 2

1
Z+ = —1/g + (V„ —M ) ~ .

The 1/3 component is not influenced by hopping in this
model. This component is due to muons that stop in
a site with the local Beld pointing along their spin di-
rection. These muons will not precess in the local field
before or after the hop, and so their spin will not depo-
larize as a result of the hop.

For both fast (v~ ) w) and slow (v~ & cu) hopping, the
relaxation of the 2/3 component at t «2vr/w, follows
t as 1 —(1/2)w t . This quadratic behavior at t ~ 0
is expected in a strong collision model. At long times
t )) 2vr/cu, two limits are of interest: In the very fast
hopping limit (v )) cu) the 2/3 component relaxation
function is given by exp( —w t/2v), as in the narrowing
limit of a paramagnetic state. In the very slow hopping
limit v «w, the time dependence of the 2/3 component
goes as exp( —vt) cos(wt). In this limit, the relaxation
rate can be understood by noting that only the spins of
muons that have not hopped at all will contribute to the
polarization at long times; the number of such muons
decreases exponentially.

which were finally sintered at 980 'C for 12 h. The spec-
imen was checked by x-ray diffraction; we could not find
any impurity peak with an intensity greater than l%%uo of
the (011)-peak height of the IL structure.

The @SR experiments were performed at the M15
surface muon channel at TRIUMF. Several pieces of
sintered polycrystalline specimens, each approximately
5 x 5 x 0.5 mm, were mounted in a He gas How cryo-
stat which operates in a temperature region from 3.0 to
300 K. An oven was used to obtain higher temperatures.
Figure 2 shows typical time spectra of the muon po-
larization observed in Cap 86Srp i4Cu02 between 400 K
and 545 K. A large increase in the muon-spin depolar-
ization rate is seen between 545 K and 535 K. The re-
laxation at 545 K is characteristic of nuclear magnetic
moments whereas the relaxation at 535 K is due to the
freezing of electronic moments. The Neel temperature
T~ ——540 + 5 K, estimated from Fig. 2, is in very good
agreement with T~ ——537+5 K found in neutron scatter-
ing measurements Another indication of magnetic order
comes from magnon Raman scattering at room temper-
ature in which a fairly strong but broad Raman band
around 3000 cm has been attributed to spin-pair (two-
magnon) excitations.

Figure 3 shows time spectra at 102, 245, and 360 K.
At 102 K and 245 K spin precession is evident and the
signal has a characteristic exponential decay. This in-
dicates the existence of static magnetic order at those
temperatures. Fourier transforms of the spectra at two
temperatures are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. At 102 K,
two frequencies are present, but only one frequency ex-
ists at 245 K. Such a splitting of the precession frequency
was also seen in Sr~Cu02C12 and can be the result of ei-
ther a unique muon site that lacks the symmetry of the
magnetic system, or two diferent muon sites both having
the symmetry of the magnetic system. Muon hopping,
with a rate increasing with increasing temperature, can
then be responsible for the merging of the two frequen-

III. @SR IN Cao.8BSro ~4Cu02
0.25

Ca,SI-, Cuo

The first infi. nite layer material was reported
by Roth. At ambient pressure the structure of
Srq Ca Cu02 can only be stabilized with x 0.1, but
compounds with x ranging up to 1 can be synthesized at
high pressure and temperature. Cap 86Srp y4Cu02 has a
tetragonal structure with lattice constants a = 3.8611 A

and c = 3.1995 A. , and contains no apical oxygen atoms.
Simple valence counting yields a valence of +2 for the
copper ions. The present system is the undoped parent
compound of several cuprate superconductors having the
same crystal structure; recently Azuma et al. reported
the synthesis of (Sr~ Ca-)~ „CuOq with T, up to110 K,
and Smith et al. obtained electron-doped IL supercon-
ductors (Sr~ Nd-)~ „Cu02 and (Sr~ La )~ „Cu02
with T, 50 K.

Our specimen of Cap 86SIp i4Cu02 was prepared by
calcinating stoichiometric ratios of CaCO3, SrCO3, and
CuO for 12 h in air. After several repetitions of calcina-
tion and regrinding, the powder was pressed into pellets
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FIG. 2. Corrected asymmetry above and below the Neel

temperature in Cap 86Srp y4Cu02.
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FIG. 3. Corrected asymmetry deep in the magnetically or-
dered state. The solid curves are fits to Eqs. (3) and (4) as
described in the teat.

I"IG. 4. The temperature dependence of the muon-spin pre-
cision frequency in zero Beld along with neutron scattering
data (Ref. 5) observed in Cap, spSrp i4CuQq. Below 225 K
two frequencies are seen. The solid lines are a power law

M(T) oc (1 —T/Tiv ) and a 'molecular field curve. Fourier
power spectra are shown in the inset.

cies into one. In that case some intermediate frequency
will be measured when the hopping rate is much larger
than the frequency at each site. For further discussion
of the two frequencies see Sec. IV B.

The pSR data below 300 K is analyzed with Eq. (3):
We use two finite frequencies below 225 K and only one
above 225 K. The high precession frequency indicates
a strong local field due to the electronic moments, and
the efI'ect of nuclear moments becomes insignificant, as
long as the determination of v„ is concerned. We there-
fore assume o = 0 in the analysis at low temperatures.
Since our data cannot resolve difI'erent spin-lattice relax-
ation times, we assume a single Tj for the nonprecessing
signal in our analysis. Unlike the frequency, the values
obtained for Ti were not well determined and depended
on the details of the fitting scheme; therefore we do not
present them here. The fitted asymmetry of the precess-
ing component is approximately 44% of the total asym-
metry; the difFerence from the ideal case of 2/3 may be
ascribed to some nonprecessing background component
and/or a possible missing precessing component having a
very high frequency or relaxation rate. Figure 4 (solid cir-
cles) illustrates the temperature dependence of the muon
precession frequency in Cap 86Srp i4CuOq normalized by
17.93 MHz. Below 225 K the curve splits into two lines
centered around 16 MHz (Hi, =1.2 kG) with the higher
frequency approaching 17.9(1) MHz [1.32(1) kG] and the
lower frequency approaching 14.3 MHz [1.06(1) kG]. The
precession frequencies depend only very weakly on the
temperature below 0.5T~.

In most nonmetallic magnetic systems, the perturba-
tion caused by the p+ to the magnetism of the host ma-
terial is known to be minimal. We can expect the muon-
spin precession frequency v„(T) to be proportional to the
sublattice magnetization M, (T), as long as the muon site
in the crystal is not altered. In neutron difFraction exper-
iments, one measures the intensity of an antiferromag-
netic Bragg peak, which is usually proportional to M,

(IIi oc M, ). In Fig. 4 we also included the normalized
QI~ obtained by Vaknin et al. The two magnetization
curves match reasonably well in the intermediate temper-
ature range. A power law [M(T) oc (1 —T/T~) ]and'
molecular field magnetization curves are also displayed:
The former fits the results well only near T~ while the
latter fits only at low temperatures.

IV. MUON DIFFUSION AND MUON SITE IN
Cao 8g Sro.g4CuOg

A. Muon diffusion

As shown in Fig. 3, the oscillations in the time spectra
from Cap 86Srp i 4Cu02 start to disappear above 300 K,
and are not observed at all at 400 K, even though a large
static field (R 1 kG) should exist at this temperature
at the muon site. We attribute this strong dephasing
of the muon-spin precession to muon hopping between
sites of opposite magnetic field directions (due to the two
sublattices in the ordered state of an antiferromagnet).
In fact, such p+ hopping has been observed in the 1:2:3
system. Equation (4) is used to fit the Ij,SR time spectra
between 306 K and 460 K assuming that the transverse
relaxation caused by the hopping is much larger than any
other sources of T2. At 500 K and above, the relaxation
is caused by the combination of hopping and the slowing
down of the Cu spins in the critical regime. The relax-
ation behavior in this temperature range is beyond the
scope of our model and is not discussed here.

The temperature dependence of the deduced hopping
rate is shown in Fig. 5, where the results are compared
with an Arrhenius law v = vo exp( —E /k~T). The re-
sults agree reasonably with a straight line characterized
by an activation energy E = 0.39(1) eV and an asymp-
totic hopping rate vp ——1.8(8) x 10 s . These are
the first quantitative results f'or muon dift'usion and the
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FIG. 5. Hopping rate as a function of temperature in
Cap 86Sro I4CuOq.

associated energy barrier in cuprates. The measured ac-
tivation energy can be compared with the numerical cal-
culation of the electrostatic potential in 1:2:3systems by
Li and Brewer. According to their calculation, a muon
trapped in a site between the two Cu02 layers needs
roughly 0.5 eV to escape from its site.

B. Muon sites

In the antiferromagnetic state of an insulator, we as-
sume that the magnetic field. seen by the muon is given
by the dipolar Geld.

H(R ) ) P"z +3(P ' ri')rz

[R —'~s (5)

where r, and R& are the position of the ith Cu + ion and
muon respectively, and p, is the effective magnetic mo-
ment of the Cu + cation. Neutron scattering and suscep-
tibility measurements indicate that an effective moment
of 0.51@~/Cu lies in the a-b plane (in the ordered state of
the IL). Here we assume that the moments make an angle

of 45 with the a axis in the a-b plane, as was found in
LaCu04 and Sr2Cu02C12. Since this moment does not
involve any orbital component, the electrostatic interac-
tions determining the muon site should not be different
between the paramagnetic and ordered states. Then it
is reasonable to assume that the muon site preserves the
tetragonal symmetry of the crystal lattice. In contrast,
the magnetic field in the cell has lower symmetry; i.e. ,

the fields in two crystallographically equivalent sites are
not necessarily equal.

To account for possible muon sites which could cor-
respond to the two observed frequencies, we search for
sites according to the restriction H = 1.32(1) or H =
1.06(1) kG, and obtain their coordinates (x, y, z) in the
unit cell. Then the field for the crystallographically sym-
metric site (x, b y, z) is calcul-ated. If the resulting field
is either 1.32(1) or 1.06(1) kG, such a site is a candidate.

Otherwise, we should have seen a different frequency than
the observed ones. There are two different types of sites:
We refer to all sites where H(x, y, z) = H(x, b y, z-) as
type-A sites. There are two kinds of type-A site: Ah;gh
where H = 1.32(1) and Ai where H = 1.06(l) kG. If
the muon occupies a type-A site we need to assume the
existence of two crystallographically nonequivalent muon
sites to obtain two frequencies. The other type is when
H(x, y, z) and H(x, b y,-z) are not equal to each other,
but one is 1.32(1) and the other is 1.06(1) kG. We call
such a site type B. Only one crystallographic site of type
B is needed in order to account for the two frequencies.

We performed a calculation of the local Geld in a lat-
tice consisting of 8 unit cells, which gives an error in the
calculated Geld comparable to the measured ones. A grid
of 500 points is used to scan within the unit cell. Type-
A sites are found only in the sides of the tetragon and
in a plane passing through the Sr ion and midway be-
tween two adjacent Cu ions. Half of the c-b plane and a
plane passing through the Sr ion are plotted in Fig. 6(a).
Since electrostatic arguments suggest that muon sites are
roughly 1 A away from an oxygen ion, we highlighted
this sphere by a solid line in the figure. We found Ah;gh
(solid circle) and Ai (open circle) sites roughly 1
away from the oxygen ion and very close to each other:
The closest distance between Ah, sh and Ai is 0.25 A. If
a muon stops randomly at either of these two type-A sites
at low temperatures, two frequencies will be seen. One
can then explain the merging of the two frequencies at
elevated. temperatures by assuming that the muon starts
to hop from one site to the other. In that case, the in-
crease of the low frequency and the increase of the error
bars of that frequency, as seen in Fig. 4, suggest that the
site with low frequency is metastable.

We also found several type-B sites as shown in
Fig. 6(b), which exist at a reasonable distance from an
oxygen ion: The closest distance to oxygen is 1.25 A. .
If the muon resides in any of these type-B sites at low
temperatures a splitting of the frequency will be seen
due to the lower symmetry of magnetic lattice. However,
the measured ratio between the asymmetry of the high-
frequency signal to the low-frequency signal is roughly 6
at low temperature. If the muon stops in a type-B site,

Muon Site

o~ bo

Qa aP

FIG. 6. Possible muon sites: (a) Only half of the c-b plane
and a plane passing through the Sr ion and between two Cu
ions are plotted. On these planes, only type-A sites were
found. (b) Type-B sites.
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this ratio is expected to be 1. In addition, without rapid
hopping between adjacent type-B sites, two frequencies
are expected at any temperature. Hopping between two
type-B sites is less likely because we would then expect
a symmetric change in the frequency as the temperature
increases, in contrast to the observed change. We there-
fore consider that the muon sites in Cap 86Srp ]4Cu02 are
probably type-A sites.

V. p,SR ON Sr2Cu03

1.2

10 ~)e +

0.8
C3

~ 0.6

0.4

Sr CuO
I

I
I

H.Xt=o

The Sr2Cu03 sample was prepared by a similar sin-
tering process as the Cap 86Srp q4Cu02 sample. Powders
of SrCO3 and CuO were mixed with the ratio of 2:1 and
were calcined at 960—970 C for 12 h in air. The pow-
der was then pressed into pellets and sintered at 1000 C
for 12 h. The x-ray diKraction pattern was character-
ized by the peaks of the IC structure, except for several
small unknown peaks with intensities less than 2.5% of
the (011)-peak intensity.

In the orthorhombic structure of Sr2Cu03, the chains
lie along the b axis; there are no oxygen atoms be-
tween neighboring Cu atoms along the a axis. The lat-
tice constants are a = 3.9122 A, b = 3.4914 A, and
c = 12.7003 A. Each Cu atom is surrounded by four oxy-
gen atoms: two from the chain and the other two from
apical oxygen; see Fig. 1. Valence counting gives +2 for
the copper as in the IL case, and it is generally believed
that this system is not doped with charge carriers.

Figure 7 shows pSR time spectra measured in
Sr2Cu03. A large increase in the muon-spin depolar-
ization occurs between T = 6.0 K and 5.5 K, which can
be attributed to the slowing down of spin fluctuations,
or to the appearance of a random static field. Muon-spin
oscillations, indicating a static local 6.eld, appear only at
4.15 K and therefore the Neel temperature can be deter-
mined as 4.15 ( T~ ( 6 K. This is consistent with the
absence of magnon Raman scattering peaks in Sr2Cu03
at room temperature. The @SR data was analyzed with
Eq. (3), using two finite frequencies. The contribution to

0.2

0.0

~ M(0)=0.28 MHz

o M(0)=1.00 MHz

2 3 4
TEMPERATURE (K)

FTlOX

N

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the muon-spin pre-
cision frequency in zero field, observed in Sr&Cu03.

VI. SUS CEPTIBILITY

the relaxation from nuclear moments was deduced from
the high-temperature data and we assumed a single spin-
lattice relaxation time. Here again we present only the
frequencies since they are independent of the 6tting pro-
cedure. The temperature dependence of the two observed
frequencies is shown in Fig. 8. We see a fast reduction in
the frequencies with increasing temperature, expected for
the sublattice magnetization of a low-dimensional spin
system.

Our results indicate that the magnetic order in
Sr2Cu03 involves the majority of the sample volume.
The observed oscillation signal is characteristic of uni-
form magnetic ordering, and quite diferent from the pSR
signal in random spin systems such as spin glasses.
Therefore, we consider that the observed transition is due
to the onset of CuO chain magnetic order and not due
to a possible freezing of paramagnetic impurity spins.

0.20
SI- CLIO

~ 0.15

~ 0.10
&C

~ 0.05

u 0.00

I i I i I i I i I i I i I

2 4 6
TME (p, s)

FIG. 7. Corrected asymmetry above and below the Neel
temperature in Sr2Cu03.

Susceptibility measurements were made using a Quan-
tum Design superconducting quantum interference de-
vice (SQUID) dc magnetometer with H = 10 kOe be-
tween 5 K and 400 K. The susceptibility data appear-
ing in Fig. 9(a) were obtained after subtracting core
diamagnetism and magnetic impurity contributions from
the measured values; the magnetic impurity suscepti-
bility was assumed to follow a Curie law. We also in-
clude measurements taken in Sr~CuC1204 for compari-
son. The estimated magnetic impurity density, assuming
Cu + impurities, is 0.026% in Cap ssSrp i4Cu02, 0.25%
in S2Cu02C12, and 0.16% in Sr2CuOs. The impurity
Curie term in Sr2CuO~ is sensitive to the annealing con-
ditions: time, temperature, and atmosphere, as well as to
sample age. Some samples of Sr2Cu03 showed a Curie
term corresponding up to a 3% impurity density.

The exchange interaction, within the Cu02 planes in
Cap 86Srp i4Cu02 system, was estimated to be J2D
1000 K from the susceptibility measurement and two-
magnon Raman scattering. This value is in agreement
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with the J2D of La2 Cu04 „determined from neutron
scattering. Since the expected Neel temperature within
molecular field theory is ZJ, where Z is the nearest-
neighbor coordination, T~ in this 2D system is sup-
pressed by at most a factor of 10 from this value.

In Fig. 9(b), we compare the susceptibility measure-
ment in Sr~Cu03 with a model calculation for the 1D
Heisenberg spin chain consisting of S = 1/2 moments
coupled antiferromagnetically, as given by Bonner and
Fisher. The model was solved numerically for the
nearest-neighbor exchange interaction between N mo-
ments on a ring; the exact solutions for N ranging be-
tween 3 and 11 were extrapolated to N m oo. The tem-
perature dependence of the dc susceptibility, for several
values of the exchange interaction JjD, is shown in the
figure. It is clear that JqD in Sr2Cu03 is on the order
of 10 K, two orders of magnitude higher than the Neel
temperature.

A large JiD in Sr2Cu03 is also inferred from the for-
mula J t„&/A U, where t„d is the 02„-Cus~ transfer
integral and A and U are the charge transfer and on-
site Coulomb energies. The charge transfer energy esti-
mated from the optical absorption, A 2.1 eV, is nearly
the same as that of any parent insulator of the high-T
cuprates. There is no reason to expect a much smaller t„d
in Sr2Cu03 compared with those in the other cuprates
since the lattice constant is nearly identical. Therefore,
JqD in Sr2Cu03 should not be much difFerent from J2D
for the Cu02 planes in other cuprates.

VII. DISCUSSION

Figure 10 shows the sublattice magnetization curves of
three compounds, all containing Cu02 plane layers, with

TEMPERATURE (K)
FIG. 9. Susceptibility measurements after the Curie and

diamagnetic terms have been subtracted: (a) in layered com-
pounds, and the infinite chain; (b) compared with the 1D
model as described in the text.

0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

T/T
0.8 '1.0 1.2

FIG. 10. Comparison of M(T) determined by @SRfor com-
pounds with three diferent layer separations. The solid lines
represent a quasi-two-dimensional Heisenberg model. The pa-
rameter D is given by D = gp&HA/4s 1 where HA is the
anisotropy field.

difI'erent interlayer distance dc„o. Cao 86Sro &4Cu02
(dcuo: 3 ~ 1995 +) La2CuO4 —0.015 (dcuo = 6 ~ 595 ~)
(Ref. 23), and Sr2Cu02C12 (dc„o = 7.765 A. ) . We see
that the sublattice magnetization decreases most quickly
with temperature when the interlayer separation is great-
est. This can be attributed to a decrease in the effec-
tive dimensionality for systems with larger dc„~. For
antiferromagnetic spin waves with linear dispersion, the
density of states is given as n(m) oc w in 3D systems,
while n(w) oc w in 2D systems. Consequently, systems
with lower dimensionality have a larger spectral weight of
low-energy thermal magnon excitations. The sublattice
magnetization is more easily destroyed by thermal excita-
tions in 2D systems than in 3D systems. We see in Fig. 10
that increasing interlayer distance dc„o takes the cuprate
antiferromagnets closer to an ideal two-dimensional mag-
netic system (as one would expect).

To consider this behavior more quantitatively, we com-
pare the experimental results with calculations for a
simplified quasi-two-dimensional Heisenberg model pre-
viously studied by Lines. It is known that ideal two-
dimensional Heisenberg systems do not undergo magnetic
order at finite temperatures. To account for the deviation
from the 2D Heisenberg situation, this model introduces
a uniaxial anisotropy field H~ which stabilizes the mag-
netic order. The Hamiltonian is then given by

where the subscript u (d) labels spins on "up" ("down")
sites in the ordered phase, and the first summation runs
over all nearest-neighbor spin pairs. The solution for
M(T)/M(0) was given by Lines, using a random-phase
Green's function approximation. This solution depends
on the parameter D = go~HA/4s J which is proportional
to the ratio of the anisotropy energy to the exchange en-
ergy. We calculated M(T)/M(0) for various values of
D, as described in Ref. 2 and show the results with the

Q = ) JS„Sg—) gP~HAS„'+ ) gPaHAS~, (6)
NN
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solid lines in Fig. 10. The temperature dependence of the
sublattice magnetization is very sensitive to the inclusion
of a small anisotropy term: M decays very quickly with
increasing T for small D values. We should note that,
in the three cuprate systems mentioned above, the real
mechanism for deviation from the ideal 2D Heisenberg
interaction may be different from the uniaxial anisotropy
assumed in the model Hamiltonian. In fact, an inter-
layer magnetic coupling, i.e. , a small three-dimensional
interaction, is more likely .in our systems. Comparison
of the model calculation and the observed results, how-
ever, allows us to roughly estimate the effective energy
scale of the additional term to the ideal 2D Heisenberg
interaction. Figure 10 demonstrates that an increasing
interlayer distance dc„~ results in a very rapid reduction
of such an additional anisotropy and/or a 3D term. This
is quite reasonable if the 3D interlayer magnetic coupling
plays a predominant role in the crossover from 3D to 2D
behavior. Thus, Caa 86Sr0 q4Cu02 is more appropriately
described by a 3D model whereas Sr2Cu02C12 is a very
good example of a quasi-2D Heisenberg system.

In the infinite-chain system Sr2Cu03, the magnetic
exchange interaction JiD 1000 K, inferred from uni-
form susceptibility measurements, is very high, while the
present @SR study revealed that magnetic order occurs
only below T 6 K. The large ratio of JqD/kTN. ) 100 is
quite remarkable: It is larger than those ratios in most of
known prototypical 2D (Ref. 26) and 1D (Ref. 27) spin
systems. This ratio indicates that the exchange inter-
action between the CuO chains is extremely small but
finite. The p,SR determination of T~ is completely un-
ambiguous. On the other hand, there is a certain sys-
tematic ambiguity in the estimate of JqD from uniform
susceptibility, due to the subtraction of an impurity Curie
term at low temperatures and a diamagnetic term at high
temperatures. Therefore, it is important to estimate JjD
from more direct measurements, such as neutron scatter-
ing, when large single crystals become available.

The CuO chains in the 1:2:3system YBa2Cu30„have
oxygen atoms missing for y ( 7.0; complete chains exist
only for y = 7.0. Furthermore, the CuO chain in the
1:2:3system serves as a charge reservoir, and the average
charge per Cu is often different from that of the Cu + ions
in the insulating chains in Sr2Cu03. In PrBa2Cu307, for
example, Takenaka et al. preformed an optical study
and found that there are Oe5 holes per Cu in the CuO
chain. The same number is expected in the CuO chain of
YBa2Cu307. Therefore, it is not appropriate to make a
direct comparison between Sr2Cu03 and the CuO chains
in the superconducting 1:2:3systems.

On the other hand, there exist experimental results
indicating that the chains in the 1:2:3 systems exhibit
a quasi-one-dimensional nature. Two examples are (a)
the low ordering temperature of the chain Cu moments;
Li et al. performed neutron scattering measurements
in NdBa2Cu306 35 and showed that the Cu moments in
the Cu02 planes order at T~i ——230 K, while those in
the CuO chain order at lower temperature T~2 ——10 K;
(b) the tendency of holes, doped into the 1:2:3 chains,
to be localized at low energy and low temperatures, as
demonstrated in PrBa2Cu307. These features are most

likely due to the geometrical structure of the CuO chains
in these 1:2:3compounds, characterized by the absence
of oxygen atom between adjacent Cu atoms in the a di-
rection. In this sense these 1:2:3systems and Sr2Cu03
share a common origin for their quasi-1D behavior.

Sr2Cu03 could be a very interesting parent insulat-
ing system for charge-dopable CuO chains in 1:2:3and
possibly other cuprate systems. Detailed study of such
systems could provide interesting results in testing theo-
ries for highly correlated 1D charge and spin chains, such
as the 1D Hubbard model. In view of this, there is an
ongoing effort to dope charge carriers in Sr2Cu03. An-
other curious characteristic of Sr2Cu03 is the absence of
a spin-Peierls state (due to the spin-phonon coupling) of-
ten observed in spin-1/2 1D systems, including recently
the 1D inorganic system CuGe03.

In summary, we have performed @SRand susceptibility
studies in the infinite-layer compound (Ca,Sr)Cu02 and
the infinite-chain system Sr2Cu03, and demonstrated
that their magnetic behavior is deeply related to the low
effective dimensionality of their magnetic interactions.
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APPENDIX

In a magnetically ordered sample, when temporal fIuc-
tuation and static spatial inhomogeneities are neglected,
all muons that stop at the same site experience the same
value of magnetic field. The polarization function in the
z direction is described by

G, (t) = gc(t t
= Re (cos' g + sie ge* t' "~) (A1)

where 0 is the angle between the initial muon spin and
the local field direction, and t0 is the time the muon stops
in the site. However, at high temperatures we expect the
muon to hop between sites. The effects of hopping are
generally described within the framework of the strong
collision model. The term "strong collision" refers to the
evolution of the local field experienced by the p+, which
is assumed to change discontinuously at the time of a hop
and to be uncorrelated with the evolution at the previous
site.

In the strong collision model the muon is assumed to
be hopping at random times between equivalent sites,
with some average frequency vh. The time spent during a
jump is taken to be much shorter than the mean residence
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time at a site. The probability that the muon stays at a
site after some period of time after its arrival is simply
given by e

The muon polarization at some time t will then contain
contributions from muons that have not hopped at all,
those that have hopped once, twice, and so on. After each

time the muon hops between sites of opposite magnetic
Belds the spin polarization starts to rotate in the opposite
sense to the rotation before the hop. For n hops between
sites of opposing field, at times ti « . t & t (t =
t +i), the polarization function g is given by

g (ti, ..., t, t) = Re cos (0) + sin (0) exp i ) (—1)'+ w(t, —t, i) (A2)

If the probability of hopping between sites of opposite magnetic Beld per unit time is vh and if we sum over all possible
number of hops, weighted by their probability, we get the familiar result

G,"(t) = e ""'gp(t) + vh dt, e- "'g, (t„t) + v„' dt2
g2

dtie gz(ti, tz, t) + (A3)

In order to evaluate this sum we take the Laplace transform on both sides,

e "G,"(t)dt. (A4)

In this case the integrals in Eq. (A4) decouple and I" (s) is given by

P(s) = Re cos 0) v& fp (x) +sin Of (x)[1+ vh, f (x)] ) vh
~
f (x) ~"

n=O
(A5)

when x = s + vh, and f (x) = 1/(x —iw).
After summing over the geometrical sequences we get

If we include T1 and T2 relaxation from other sources,
independent of the hopping, we arrive at

1 . , ( c+ c
P(s) = cos 0 —+ sin 0

~

+
8 is —z+ s —z )

where

(A6) T —t TG,"(t) = —e ~ ' + —e '(c+e + + c e' ). (A10)

This model is not applicable if the sizes of the magnetic

1
Z~ = —vh, + (vh —(d ) ~ .

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

HOPPING

E(s) can be easily inverted to give

G,"(t) = cos 0+ sin 0(c+e'+'+ c e'-'). (A7)

G,"(t) = cos 0+ sin Oe "~, vh, )) cu,

G,"(t) = cos 0+ sin Oe " cos(wt), vh « cu.

(A8)
(A9)

In a powder sample we can replace the cos 0 with 3 and
the sin 0 with 3 for the powder average.

In Fig. 11 we show P, (t) when vh & cu and vg & cu.

When vh ) w, the line shape is insensitive to the ratio
vh/w, and when vh & w, the oscillations gradually disap-
pear as vh ~ u. In the extreme cases the second term in
Eq. (A7) can be written as a product of a relaxing part
and an oscillating part. Taking the leading order in the
oscillation frequency and relaxation we get
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FIG. 11. Muon polarization along the beam direction for
various ratios of hopping rate vh, to rotation frequency ~ cal-
culated with the strong collision model. In (a) w ) vh, and in

(b) (u & va.
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domains are smaller than the average length that the
muon travels between sites or when the characteristic
time of the Geld changes as seen by the muon in its Bight
is adiabatic with respect to p„H. It also should be noted

that hopping between sites of opposite fields (vh = vga)
is not the total hopping rate because hopping between
sites of the same field (v)~) also might occur; if vq q is
the total hopping rate, then v& q

——v~~ + v~~.
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